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All but the highest nobles were forbidden to keep private chaplains in their houses, and Laud attacked the system whereby rich individuals or private corporations supported " lecturers " and preachers in competition with the parish priest. Some lecturers held meetings of their own, some stayed in the vestry while parson read the service and then emerged to do the showier work in the pulpit. And their discourses were apt to be very Puritanical in tone; and if they did not speak of politics, every one knew that some at least had very definite views.
Here indeed was the whole crux of the matter. Laud's Church was an " established" one: its head was the King: it could not avoid encouraging his friends and reviling his enemies. Even international Rome has frequently found its servants tying themselves to a political party. Protestants are in worse case, Luther throwing all his influence into the scale of German princes and abusing rebels with an un-Christian ardour, Calvin tinged with the political ideas of Geneva, a republic menaced by kingly and ducal neighbours. The English monarchy had led the revolt from Rome and absorbed the Pope's authority ; it was inconceivable that the Church should not be used for monarchical ends. We have seen the end of one such alliance in our own day: the rulers of Russia, using their Church to support a tottering government, have fallen and destroyed all Christianity in their fall.
Laud could see no stay but the Crown for helping* the Church to remain independent of aristocratic or popular control, and transmit to posterity a tradition undiluted by passing fashions. It must not, as have some disestablished churches, change its doctrine and discipline to suit the tastes of those who pay for its upkeep and sacrifice expert opinion to the amateur, centuries to a single generation. There had been too much of this in the recent past. " I could have been as gracious with the people as any/' said Laud, " even the worst of my predecessors, but I ever held it the lowest depths of baseness to frame religion to

